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THE PRINCIPAL’S WORD
Dear Parents, dear colleagues,
dear students,
I would like to start with a compliment: We have
wonderful students who are admirably disciplined
every day and take part in distance classes in a good
mood. We have excellently motivated teachers,
who carry out online lessons every day from school
and who wish very much to be able to return to
in-person teaching if possible. We have a very
dedicated administration along with an IT
team, who are making all of this possible,
Many thanks to you, dear parents, for supporting us
in this way and for sending your children to school for
exams, so that we can issue valid certificates.
Only with the written exams in the school we can
deliver the quality standard that you can expect from a
German school abroad.
Education - made in Germany! At the moment we
are working on a concept of how we can make exam
days even more efficient for lessons so that lesson
time won’t be lost due to arriving at the school and
departure from the school. We are going through a
difficult time, but this time will also pass and we are
already preparing for the new school year 2021/22.

On my trip to Germany last week, I had
successful interviews with new teachers. We will get
reinforcements in the subjects of Art, Ethics, DaF,
Biology and Geography. After the autumn
break, Mr. Michael Arnold will be able to teach
Klasse 1 in Tehran. In Nordrhein-Westfalen there is the
Trotec company, which produces the most modern
devices for room air filtration. When I visited the
company,
I
was
able
to
convince
myself of the quality of the products on site
and we have already ordered 30 filter devices - for
the safety of us and our children! The pandemic will
not end quickly. We have to learn to live with the
pandemic. We cannot take a break from life for
the next two years. Our children have the right to
instruction and the right to social contact with
their peers so that they can develop healthily, both
mentally and physically. As a school, we
ensure that our DBST is the safest place in Tehran!
We can rely on that together.
Yours,
Harald Pröm, StD
Schulleiter, Principal
German Embassy School Tehran

PRIMARY SCHOOL

LEARNING IN THE COMMUNITY
School is a place to learn. One of many. And of course,
learning happens everywhere, all the time and also
online. But nevertheless a real classroom is more than
just a place to learn. It is a place to come together, a
room for collaboration, human interaction, with rituals
that structure the day. To connect a learning group with
these little screens is a doable solution for a limited
time to bridge times where nothing else would work.

In order to give characters, passion and
creativity good opportunities to unfold, people need
to come together in the real world. Although we
cannot do magic, we can all put our best efforts
together to make a safe and reliable opening of our
campus possible. We are well aware that this is a
challenge that requires flexibility, persistence and
mutual trust and respect from all of us, but we will
not give up to believe in a lively and thriving campus.

Best regards,
Johannes Claassen
(Head of Primary)

PRIMARY SCHOOL

NEWS FROM THE CLASSES

Mr. Michael Arnold
greets the Klasse 1 from Frankfurt airport. After the autumn
holiday he will be ready to teach the Klasse 1 on site.

NEWS FROM THE CLASSES

Green Mondays
As you know global warming is a very unfortunate
issue that all of us are facing. For my summative
assessment in ‘‘Individuals and Societies’’, I tried to
think of an action that can help protect our planet,
which is to try and consume less meat as a school. Did
you know, across the world over 14.5 percent of our
air pollution is from cows and sheep flatulence ?

This creates excessive methane levels which damages
our earth’s atmosphere. I suggested to our school that
we try and have a meatless day once a week which
we can call ‘‘Green Mondays/Grüner Montag’’, so
we can all enjoy a delicious vegetarian dish together.
Together we can help our planet.

Sincerely ,
Sadra

(IS 6)
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LIBRARY: VIRTUAL
In the International Section we are off to a good start
with the virtual library lessons going smoothly. Each
week the students are assigned ebooks related to
the Unit Of Inquiry (UOI) and set tasks to complete,
showing their understanding of the topic at hand.
For this, students have access to thousands of books
online through platforms such as Scholastic, GetEpic
and Reading IQ.

In Classes 4 and 5 we have spent time focusing on the
relevance and importance of Research skills as these
are critical skills for them to learn and use throughout the course of their academic lives. after all,
despite the uncertainty of the current situation with
Corona virus constantly changing our lives and plans,
the library lessons have been a constant that kids can
depend on for both their knowledge and leisure.

Ms. Dina Moinian
PYP-Teacher Librarian
Currently in
Vancouver-Canada
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Why is reading so important?
Man does not live from the book alone, but books help:
Because reading is needed:
• in school, in every subject
• in training, during studies, at work
• in everyday life, every day
• for the horizon: if you read, you remember more, you understand more, you know more
• for fitness, because reading keeps our brain constantly on the go
• for pleasure, joy and fantasy: relax, immerse yourself, relish
For this reason the DBST library offers over 350 new books for different ages. In order to optimize
online teaching, the library makes all school books digitally on our team’s learning platform for
the teachers and students.

Ms. Shirin Shams
DBST Librarian

COVID-19
STATUS OF COVID-19 IN THE DBST

Report from our medical team
Ms. Müller (school nurse),
Dr. Salaabian (corona officer)
Corona, hardly anyone can still tolerate this word. It is
also the topic of the day at school. At the beginning of
the school year 2020/2021, everything was designed
to enable the school to run despite the constant risk
of Corona. To this end, many measures were taken
during the summer holidays. This included the
media equipment, room renovations, plastic
protection around the seats and much more.
Education also still plays a major role, through videos
or in-person teaching. Fortunately, it has been shown
that we have not had any infection within the school
from the beginning of September up to the present
time. The total of 11 positive cases have infected themselves outside of the school. In the adults, headache,
fever, limb pain and abdominal pain were the most
common issues. Loss of taste was once reported as
well.In the children who were tested positive, there
were no symptoms at all or mild cold symptoms.

Status as of 22.10.2020
11 positive cases (column 1)
5 classes in quarantine (column 2)
15 colleagues in quarantine (column 3)

In one case, a student developed a moderate illness,
which did not require hospital treatment. Practice has
shown that each case or suspicion must be decided
individually. It is based on a scheme, but every
situation is different. The contact tracking is the most
important component, but also the most timeconsuming. This also results in the decision about the
quarantine.
Orientation is based on the recommendation of
the Robert Koch Institute, which is divided into
categories 1 and 2. In practice, this has been proven
to be very helpful. In all of our measures, we have
always been careful to ensure maximum safety for
everyone. However, everyone is still responsible for
ensuring that appropriate measures are also
continued outside of school. So that we can get the
pandemic behind us as quickly as possible and enjoy
the noise of children at school again.

COVID-19

TIPS FOR OUR PARENTS
Covid 19 is an additional burden for all of us. Our
children are also currently experiencing a new
situation that can cause stress and fear. Every child
reacts individually to stress or strain. Insecure children
can feel uncomfortable, tired, restless, nervous or
anxious. They may act irritable, aggressive, or
otherwise “differently” than normal.

Their
appetite
or
concentration
may
decrease, or their sleep routines may be changed.
Some are particularly affectionate and react
strongly to farewell or separation situations.
Physical symptoms such as nausea, abdominal pain
or headaches can also occur. What can help these
children?

HERE ARE 10 SIMPLE RULES THAT YOU AND YOUR FAMILY CAN FOLLOW DURING THESE DIFFICULT TIMES:
1. Try to be there for your child.
2. A structured daily routine with fixed sleeping and eating times provides stability and security.
Adhere to agreements and commitments with reliability, especially now.
3. Within the range of possibilities: Make sure that your child can be physically active (cycling,
playing ball, etc.) and can also spend time in fresh air.
4. Eating a healthy diet is always important, especially right now.
5. Create periods when your child can relax and just play.
6. Protect your child from excessive media coverage. To be confronted again and again with
certain images and descriptions does not help and makes you insecure. This also applies to you.
7. How do I explain the situation to my child? Support your child with care and patience. Talk to
them about the current situation. Listen carefully and patiently when they tell you about their
feelings, even when they are repeated.
8. IMPORTANT! If your child asks questions, answer them honestly. Speak openly if you don’t
know something yourself. You can then consider together who can give you the answer you want.
Communicate facts and explain what is currently going on. Give your child clear, understandable
and age-appropriate information regarding things such as how to prevent infection. This can also
include discussing what to do if the child or a family member shows symptoms of the illness. Also
explain what shall be done to help those who are affected and how to prevent the pathogen from
spreading further.
9. Explain to your child why visiting or inviting friends, grandparents or other relatives may
currently not be possible.
10. Create a structure for the day, especially because the routines of attending kindergarten or
school are currently no longer necessary. For instance, plan fixed mealtimes, times for studying
or playing. Include your child in the planning. Fixed times to find out about the current situation
can also be part of it.

And last but not least, please set a good example! Make sure to observe the
hygiene measures “social-distancing - hand washing – wearing masks” and
protect yourself and the others!

NEXT MONTH

In November:

Autumn holiday
Sunday 1st of NOV to Thursday 5th of NOV

Lecture day
Thursday 19th of NOV

Pedagogical day
Saturday 28th of NOV

Autumn 2020

